PCR-based screening of targeted mutants for the fast and simultaneous identification of bacterial virulence factors.
Understanding the strategies used by pathogens to infect, survive, and proliferate in their hosts requires the identification of virulence factors. We developed PCR-based screening of targeted mutants to facilitate quick, simultaneous detection of multiple novel bacterial virulence genes. Based on direct PCR screening of pooled targeted mutants, this approach provides a fast and sensitive measure of virulence attenuation while significantly reducing the number of animals and time required. We demonstrate that the careful design of gene-specific primers allows the direct relative quantification of mixed mutants in infected mouse organs. Indeed, we show that the band intensity of the PCR product is directly related to the quantity of the corresponding strain in a pool of mutants. We applied the PCR-based screening of targeted mutants to the murine model of listeriosis and revealed new genes required for full pathogenicity of Listeria monocytogenes, a facultative human intracellular pathogen. PCR-based screening is a simple, useful, and fast technique to test pools of targeted bacterial mutants in vivo, without the requirements for a rigorous purification step, complicated PCR set-up, or special equipment. This approach can be adapted to other bacterial systems, constituting a significant advance in the field of infection biology.